But when Brian's 20-year-old son Steven came home from college, he saw the car and said, "Wow...I need to learn to drive a stick shift." Brian's initial reaction was dread. Learning how to use a clutch was not easy -let it out too fast, and the car lurches forward and kills the engine. Too slow, and you run the risk of burning out the clutch. Furthermore, knowing when to shift gears was complicated. You had to watch or listen to the engine RPMs to shift to the next gear. Downshifting was tricky too, as it required balancing engine RPMs and releasing the clutch correctly to achieve a smooth shift and to protect the transmission, clutch and tires. Brian wasn't sure he had the patience to teach Steven, or that he wanted to subject his car to wear and abuse while his son learned to master the manual transmission. But he had an idea. Maybe I can send him to driving school.
Brian started researching if any driving schools offered manual transmission lessons and instruction. A few schools scattered across the country did offer instruction, as did the high-performance driving schools (e.g., Ferrari), but it was not available anywhere nearby.
As he thought about it more, Brian wondered if this might be a viable business idea. Faced with the prospect of damage to his car while his son is learning to operate a clutch and shift a transmission, Brian wonders if his son could master this skill another way, one that didn't involve driving his beloved new possession. But was there a market for a manual transmission driving school? The business idea in this case emerges from Brian's desire to protect his recently acquired sports car from his son's desire to learn to drive a manual transmission. The time was right for Brian personally; he was bored in his current job and had been considering starting his own business. He thought he could start small, work on it in his spare time, possibly expand or grow it, and eventually sell it to finance his retirement. Is a driving school that teaches stick shift a sound business idea?
Teaching Purpose
Explain the nine building blocks of the Business Model Canvas Use the Business Model Canvas as a tool to communicate and coordinate the business development process Understand how hypothesis testing is used to refine or 'pivot' the idea Discussion Do you remember learning to drive a manual transmission and/or teaching someone else to drive a 
Teaching the Case
I start with a general discussion about learning to drive a manual transmission. The class usually has people who can drive a manual transmission, and a few who have taught others to drive one as well. I ask them about their experience: why did you decide to learn, how long had you been driving before learning, how and where did you learn, who owned the car, and what was the hardest part. I attempt to get at both the mechanical aspects as well as the emotional issues of safety, stress on the relationship with the person teaching them, and other concerns they had at the time. You can use one VP for the canvas, or, since there are several different types of customers with different needs, you can develop a separate canvas for each type of customers. One way to use this in class is to have groups of students develop a canvas for a specific customer, and then discuss commonalities after each group brings their canvas back to the group. At some point I develop a central canvas integrating the different parts of the business model.
After development of a canvas (or set of canvases), I point out that everything on the canvas is a hypothesis; the next step is to research the statements on the canvas by talking to potential customers and partners, and doing other research to either confirm or refute the hypotheses on the canvas. For the refuted hypotheses, new ones are created that modify the business model. This is a pivot; changing from what is not true and would create problems for the business idea, to something else that is true and will help the business be successful at attracting and keeping customers.
For example, you may believe that valet company owners will pay for their valets to learn to drive a manual transmission. But after you interview valet company owners, you conclude the owners expect their employee/valets to already know how to drive a manual or expect the valets to sign up and pay for the lessons on their own. That changes your customer segment and other parts of your model like your customer acquisition strategy, or the price you can charge.
The main point is that a plan that incorporates customer feedback and changes during the business development process has a higher likelihood of success than a more traditional business plan development process that focuses on writing the complete plan before getting feedback from customers to test the components of the business plan.
I finish with a summary of the role the Business Model Canvas can play in the business development process --an organizing framework, a communication tool, and a roadmap that increases the likelihood of success for the business.
